D’deridex Class
Entered Service: 2362
Overview: The uncloaking of a warbird of this type in 2364, during an encounter with the USS
Enterprise-D on the edge of the Neutral Zone, signaled the end to fifty-three years of Romulan
isolation. Over the next ten years, these warbirds, under the command of both the Romulan
military and the Tal Shiar, participated in numerous encounters with Starfleet and the
Dominion.
Capabilities: The D'deridex-class warbird
is classified as a battle cruiser by
Starfleet. Using a forced quantum
singularity as a power source and the
latest in Romulan cloaking technology,
the D'deridex is not only the most
advanced vessels in the Romulan Star
Empire, but also one of the most
powerful vessels in the Alpha Quadrant.
These warbirds are roughly twice as long
as a Federation Galaxy-class starship
with a lower overall maximum speed.
The outboard plan of the warbird's
design incorporates a unique,
horizontally split "shell" hull design, with a prominent forward section. The "head" featured the
bridge, main engineering, and a majority of the primary weapon systems of the vessel.
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Dhelan Class
Entered Service:2292
Overview: The Romulan Dhelan Warbird is a Centurion (Tier 2) level Warbird. This vessel was
designed in the 23rd Century in response to the Romulan Star Empire's conflicts with the
Federation. The ship was larger than the Vas Hatham-class Warbird and carried a heavier
payload of weapons to give it an edge in potential conflicts against the Federation's
Constitution Class vessels. As conflicts between the Federation and the Romulan Empire
diminished, the Dhelan never saw much action and is considered the “orphaned design” by
many Romulan crews. Even still, it is a more rugged design than the Ha’feh which largely
replaced it so it has seen renewed service as the Romulan isolation crumbles more and more.
Capabilities: While still a small vessel, the
Dhelan-class warbird is still more than three
times bigger than the old Vas Hatham-class
Bird-of-Prey. It can be seen as a bridge
between 23rd-century and 24th-century
Romulan designs with a thick body that
houses most of the ship’s departments and
weaponry as well as arching wings
connecting the nacelles. Although dated, this
design gives the Dhelan a distinctive look
that many crews are proud of.
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Ha’feh Warbird
Entered Service: 2340
Overview: Developed during the Star Empire’s long period of isolation, the Ha’feh-class is
considered by many as a precaution against the Klingon’s B’rel-class Birds-of-Prey. While the
Romulans and Klingons were allies in 2340, many in the Star Empire were considering the
possibility of hostilities with the volatile Klingons an inevitability. When the secretive attack on
the Khitomer colony in 2346
threw the Klingon empire into
chaos, production of the Ha’feh
class was increased and they
became the fast, deadly patrol
vessels of the Neutral Zone.
Capabilities: Though smaller
than the D’deridex-class
warbird by several hundred
meters, the Ha’feh is still a fast
and maneuverable ship. It was
designed for assaults and eschews the majesty and imposing silhouette of other warbirds for
speed and deadly attacks. With the singularity torpedoes that these ships carry as standard
armament, they are a powerful adversary.
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Cloaking Device
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D’ridthau Class
Entered Service: 2363
Overview: Developed in at the same time as the Ha’feh-class warbird, the D’ridthau-class
warbird is slightly smaller, and designed for support and survey missions. Although officially this
is a warbird, technically, it is more along the lines of Starfleet long-range science vessels like the
Nova and Intrepid classes. It has never seen extensive use as the Star Empire is more interested
in military vessels than exploratory
ones, even when assigning ships on
survey missions. Several dozen are
currently in service, however, and are
often utilized for scouting missions
where their sensor arrays can
monitor enemy forces from afar.
Capabilities: Like Federation science
vessels, the D’ridthau has a robust
sensor array and interior spaces that
can be adjusted to suit the needs of a
particular mission. It is a massive ship, the size of the vaunted D’deridex-class warbird, which is
both to its benefit and its detriment. If it was a smaller ship, the D’ridthau class would be less of
a commitment of resources and might see more production. Despite several efforts to see
more of them produced (including dubbing it the “guardian warbird” and promoting it a robust
defense vessel) the D’ridthau class seems destined to be phased out quickly.
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Valdore Class
Entered Service: 2285
Overview: This powerful vessel is set to
one day replace the D’deridex-class
warbird, though at the start of contact
with the Dominion it is still in the
prototype stage. It is faster than the
D’deridex but boasts improved weapon
systems and singularity drive. Also called
the Mogai class (the name of the design
project and an variation on the design),
the Valdore is named for a Romulan hero
and Senator of the 22nd century. Many in the Star Empire consider this design the means of the
Empire’s rebirth and a return to the state of isolation and military strength they maintainted in
earlier centuries.
Capabilities: Continuing the design of the D'deridex-class warbird, the Valdore class is a large,
fixed-wing vessel with a dark-green or brown hull. With a wingspan roughly 900 meters wide,
the vessel features a large section extending forward to create a down-sloped “head” shape.
Warp nacelles are connected at the end of each wing with impulse engines mounted aft. The
hull is marked by distinctive "feather" shaped plating that follows the standard bird motif of
Romulan ship design. It’s engines and weapons are cutting edge and it is more than capable of
taking on flagships from the Federation or Klingon Empire.
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Vas Hatham Class
Entered Service: 2250
Overview: Alternately known as the V8class or sometimes as the T’liss-class, this
starship design has been used by the Star
Empire since the 23rd century. The
Federation Starfleet first encountered this
vessel in 2266, when a single ship of this
type crossed the Romulan Neutral Zone
and destroyed several border outposts.
The USS Enterprise responded to the alert
and engaged in a tense game of cat-and-mouse with the intruder for more than ten hours,
before the Bird-of-Prey was destroyed. The Romulans later used larger numbers to patrol their
border with the Federation in force. After the Romulan-Klingon Alliance of 2268, the Bird-ofPrey was largely supplanted by the more massive and more versatile Klingon D7-class battle
cruiser, although some were used in concert with the D7s.
Capabilties: Although incapable of matching the Federation's Constitution-class starship oneon-one, the ship still featured several technological advances that were previously unattainable
to Federation science: the first practical invisibility screen, and the massively powerful plasma
torpedo. This class of starship had a single forward torpedo launcher. It also carried a number
of nuclear weapons. With these combined abilities, the Bird-of-Prey was able to strike its
enemies at will, practically undetected and unchallenged.
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Advanced Sensor Suite
Cloaking Device (before 2350 this is
a Prototype)

New Ship Talents
Cloaking Device
This functions as described in Star Trek Adventures page 259. The device is operated with
Control + Engineering, assisted by the ship’s Engines + Security, and is a Difficulty 2 task. It has
a Power requirement of 3. This Talent is not available to ships before 2350 when the modern
version was made commonplace. Before this time, Romulan ships receive the prototype
described below.
• Prototype Cloaking Device: Early versions of the cloaking device had severe limitations.
The Difficulty of using the device is increased to 3 and the starship cannot travel at warp
while cloaked.

Phased Shields
Requirements: Security 3+, Romulan vessel (or GM’s permission)
Romulan vessels’ singularity drives produce a number of different effects, normally only of
interest to the ship’s engineering crew. With phased shields, however, the quantum features of
the singularity drive are used to augment the ship’s shield arrays. Whenever the Modulate
Shields Task is successful, the ship’s Resistance increases by +2, plus an additional +2 per
Momentum spent (Repeatable), instead of the normal amount. This has a Power requirement
of 1.

Singularity Torpedoes
Requirement: 2371 or later
The vessel has been equipped with cutting edge Romulan torpedoes, warheads armed with
semi-stable microsingularities. These torpedoes are in addition to any other form of torpedo it
carries. Singularity torpedoes are long range, deal 4 challenge dice of damage with the
Persistent 2 damage effect, and they have the Calibration and High Yield Qualities (see Star Trek
Adventures page 231-232 for more information).

Warp Shadows
Requirement: Romulan vessel (or GM’s permission)
Another clever effect of the Romulan singularity drive, the warp shadow can deceive enemy
sensors into thinking that the vessel is several hundred meters off of where it actually is. An
officer in Main Engineering or with access to the internal systems can attempt to create a warp
shadow with a Control + Engineering Task (Difficulty 2), assisted by the ship’s Engines +
Engineering. This has a Power requirement of 2. Like other internal systems tasks, the Difficulty
is reduced by one in Main Engineering. If successful, all attacks made against the ship increase
their Difficulty by 1. This bonus will add to any bonus from the Evasive Action Task, though it
will not increase the difficulty of attacks made by the ship.
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New Mission Profile: Enemy Monitoring and Counter-Intelligence
The Romulans engage in more intelligence operations than any other major player in the Alpha
and Beta Quadrants. Even while they maintained their self-imposed isolation they were
amazingly well informed on the capabilities and deployment of enemy fleets. Vessels on these
missions spend much of their time along the Neutral Zone, scanning the far side, or slipping into
other territories under cloak to find what they can.
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